Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancye Gressett
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected.

In the State of Colorado, a recent comprehensive sex education bill was passed and signed into law by Governor Polis against the wishes of millions of parents statewide.

Rather than teaching and focusing on children's reading, writing, and math, they are being forced to learn details about sex and being taught radical gender ideologies in the classrooms, including in Kindergarten! How shameful, disgraceful and disrespectful this is to children and to the parents.

As a parent, it is my firm belief that teaching sex education AND
implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide will not prepare children for any future job roles. Such teachings only confuse children and damage them mentally, emotionally, and socially for life.

To conclude, this is NOT the role of the federal government. This is purely leftist indoctrination and control over our children. I encourage, and urge, the Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Our children deserve better than this!

Thank you,

Ms. Leonora Pirret
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Bruner
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Andrae Lucas
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Sanders
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lee Iden
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Anthony Tetrow
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paula Middleton
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

In my own words, I like knowing who I am talking to. The first clues are Mr or Mrs - male or female, he - she, youth or oldsters. I like to know the background of the people I am talking with. I want people to have personalities. Robots are so cold, and only follow orders or malfunction. From what I see, you are proposing to make everyone a "bot" - no personality. If you are in the dictator position, that is a normal mentality. Are you a dictator? What happens if you fall into disfavor with your old general. You are one stroke of the
pen from being eliminated and you will find no one to help you because of the alienation that you are constructing and everyone's fear of being out of uniform and being noticed for being different. -

Thank you,

Mrs. Margaret Cramer
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Goetgeluck
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I strongly oppose any changes to the educational policies of the Department of Education that redefine "sex" to include sexual orientation and gender identity.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Parrish
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were made to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

When the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

What happened to women's rights? Women and girls are being pushed aside for so-called "rights" of men who want to be women. They will always have the makeup of men, no matter what they "think".

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Rogers
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janet Herlihey
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Aguilar
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Morton
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Tonker (b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherry Kempton
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mandy Ward
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Christea
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Neifert
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Kuni
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Carmen Oviatt
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kim Gish
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Beatrice Desimoni
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larry James
Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Goetgeluck

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ed Hetrick

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Bragg
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Fountain

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Louise Gauldin

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Brysch

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I am very much against the changes you want to make regarding the Title IX law. Girls should not have to share locker rooms with boys nor should they have to compete against boys or transgender individuals in sports.

Also parents should have the right to teach their own children about sexuality according to their own beliefs and not have the government decide what those beliefs should be. This is not the role of the federal government!

The Department must reject implementing racial gender ideologies nationwide!

Thank you,

Mrs. Marjorie Lochmiller
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Do NOT Make changes to Title IX. You must protect women and girls.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jana Beal

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Conn

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. If we are not allowed to teach Christianity in the schools then religion of gender ideology should not be allowed to be taught either. These things should be in the homes addressed by the parents.

Thank you,

Ms. Grace Rosenmayer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wayne McDonald

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susanne Svendsen

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

The "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." is not in the best interest of girls and women. By redefining the law it will actually harm them and the Women's movement. Please stop!

Second, parents rights to raise their children and teach them must be protect!!! It is not the role of the federal government to teach our children their gender and take away the authority of parents to do so. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Craig Robertson

Thank you,

Mr. Craig Robertson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Clementina Rios

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mike Placeway

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Priscilla Cito
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Alexander Leroi

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

We just flew across the country on a major airline, saw tons of people working in airports and traveling through them. There were men and women, boys and girls, elderly and babies and every age in between. It is a terrible thing what is happening in our country to confuse, corrupt, and destroy the beauty of being either a man or woman from birth. All of us have tons of problems to confront emotionally and circumstantially in our lives (anyone reading this also) . . . . to make things worse from the highest positions in the land is a very serious shame, and you need to know that it is possible to absolutely change directions and head toward the TRUTH. God's way of designing things when our lives came from Him.

I write sincerely and lovingly, and am thankful to be able to.

Yes, finally, parents have the closest in responsibility to teach their children the truth, and protect them from the false harmful things proclaimed so loudly and unkindly to the well-being we each desire and aspire to.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbie Jacobson
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jason Frieling

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Re: Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

We strongly oppose any changes.

These Amendments were created to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Girls are now being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Vellios

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Biological girls need to continue to be able to compete in sports with, and only share bathrooms and locker rooms with, other biological girls. Without this distinction, there certainly is no point in even having Title IX. Even more dangerously, without this distinction we will teach our children things that are not true -- that their sexual identity is something that they can decide upon rather than something that they are by definition of their biology.

While I will accept that gender dysphoria may be a challenge for some children, I do not believe that the way this should be addressed is to tell them that they can change their physical bodies. We do not tell anorexic children that their thinking is correct and they should starve themselves.

Please leave these issues to parents and their medical caregivers to deal with individually.

Thank you,

Mr. Greg Brinks
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Gale Champion"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gale Champion

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights—including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ann Shetterly
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John & Mary Waring

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elsa Thompson
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christy Daou
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

All kids develop at different rates and are very self-conscious about their bodies during the school years (especially middle school and early high school). The Biden Administration's desire to implement Title IX in new ways will just exacerbate this and bring new anxieties to our young people.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Hess
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Loree Skeie"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Loree Skeie
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I think you all need to get back to reality and recognize that there are only two biological sexes you can be born with and they are either "Male" or "Female". You only have to look in your pants to know which one you are. This Country had Morals at one time and it's time to get them back. Stop trying to make "Evil" good and "Good" evil. The government is supposed to work for US, not us for them. It's time to bring "GOD" back into this country, after all "GOD" is who our country was founded on. If these young people want to change their sex and/or identity because things don't go their way, then it's
time they have a reality check and know that "They aren't going
to always have or get handed to them everything they want". This
is all getting so ridiculously out of hand. "Boys are born
Boys" and "Girls are born Girls" period. There is no
other way around that. You can identify as whatever you want, but is
still all comes down to that. Stop pushing all of this
"NONSENSE" on our children. It's the "PARENTS" Job
to raise and teach them, "NOT YOURS", and the
"TEACHERS" ARE ONLY TO TEACH THEM CLASS WORK" MATH,
READING AND WRITING" not ANYTHING ELSE PERIOD. THAT'S UP TO THEIR
FAMILIES!! IN GOD WE TRUST.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle O'Malley
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jared Churchill
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ronald Couey
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. Biology does not change when a person decides to think of themselves differently or actually alters their physical appearance. They still have the biological differences which prevent males and females from being equal competitors.

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. Gender, sex, and the roles associated with each are defined by many according to their religious beliefs. The First Amendment protects my religious beliefs and practices. Teaching children these gender ideologies violates my religious beliefs and therefore violates my First Amendment Right.

This Department must not violate the privacy of girls!
This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys!
The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies
nationwide!

Thank you,

Ms. Kim Nicodemus
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Little
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bruce Mills
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am strongly opposed to redefining "sex" as "sexual identity or gender identity"! The Department of Education should NOT allow boys into my daughter's locker room! If they do so, I will not allow my child to attend public school. Many other parents feel the same way. You will be weakening not strengthening our public school system.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX),".

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tammy Shirts
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Russ Palmer
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tammy Harrison
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Arcari
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wyatt Ptak
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Corinne Vogel
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Rice
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marian Masak
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Douglas
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. More fundamentally, the Federal Government should not be involved in the education of our young people at all, given that it is not one of the Federal Government’s enumerated powers specified in the U.S. Constitution. The education of our children should be fundamentally be the responsibility of parents and the States. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Egan
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Karla Garcia
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jean Blasingame
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marla Duey
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janice Patterson
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Our churches are praying for you to please save our girls and young women from this policy.

Thank you,

Mr. Gregory Schwegel
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am a Christian Homeschool mom. I believe in reason and common sense. Sexual discrimination is real, and the Obama administration policies made it worse for women and children in education. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leah Matvey
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jon Williamson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Loren York
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathryn Bastanchury
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Helen Waller
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To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Fuller
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Shonna Labreche
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Shirley Epple
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Bechtold
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Milo
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. They will take away gains women's rights have fought for, and at the youngest ages.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Do not take away the innocence of those too young to protect themselves.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. My niece went to college on an athletic scholarship, with the changes the Biden administration is trying to make, she would have lost that opportunity. She was also first in her immediate family to graduate college.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheila Mannen
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law and seek to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women's and girls.

Also, parentally rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dennis Patrick
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Candace Strubhar
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you regarding the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristi Henkel
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Kent Ashton"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Kent Ashton
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anna Fumbanks
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ashley Ohlwiler
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Susan Thrappas"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Thrappas
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Veronica Haun
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Donald Susuras"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Donald Susuras
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Gena Carver
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Susan Berg"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Berg
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. M S Cummings
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Joyce Pacana"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Pacana
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

It seems you government people are most interested in increasing the deaths of our youngsters & teenagers either through suicide or more violence. Trying to teach and expand sexual weirdness in our youth only guarantees more confusion in their mixed up minds. Confusion leads to depression and killing as the relief, either themselves or someone else. Don't be afraid of acknowledging that Almighty God is in charge of our sexual identification.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eugene Wessling
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Jun 7, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelly Caulfield
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Title IX takes liberty away from those who believe that truth and liberty are God's idea for His children who He has created and given life to. Parents who differ have the right to teach their own children what they believe is truth but do not have the right to impose it on others through our educational system.

The government's job is to protect our rights not to take them from us if they disagree with our beliefs. You cannot do this by taking sides.

We should live by the rule of law, respecting and speaking the truth to each other in a gentle and loving way and always acting in kindness to those who disagree with us.

Thank you,

Ms. Nancy Torgerson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Williams
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Montgomery
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Stefan
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Girdwain
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeff DeBell
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Morgan

[Redacted]
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Corla Denley

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vicki Malloy

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Muldoon
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Bianca Saenz
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

The old adage applies here...if it's not broken it does not need fixed. Title IX works! Work instead on expanding and supporting charter schools and other enriching educational opportunities.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Lynn
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Willard
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Avila
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Donald Susuras

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

This agenda you are pushing will lead to a NATIONAL CIVIL WAR VERY SOON IF IT IS NOT ABANDONED BY THIS ADMINISTRATION! I WILL SUPPORT THAT WAR WITH ALL MY HEART.

YOU can stop this wickedness, or YOU can be responsible for what comes. But YOU CANNOT ESCAPE facing what are the consequences of your actions. The choice is yours. Choose righteousness and choose well. You WILL BE CALLED TO ACCOUNT, but only by the American people, but far more importantly, by God Himself. He is not absent nor asleep nor blind. He is patient with you, NOT WISHING that you should perish, BUT RATHER that YOU SHOULD COME TO REPENT. THERE IS STILL TIME FOR YOU! I hope you use it well!

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dale Heath
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Mohr
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Simbaqueva
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gayla Blanton
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steve Shamburger
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ben Carter
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I strongly oppose ANY changes that redefine sex to include sexual orientation and "gender" identity. These are radical policies being put in place that take away parental rights, harm girls, and thwart all that is good about our society--though the Left is doing a great job of trying to destroy everything that makes America a beautiful place to live, as it is.

Do not do this, I implore you. Radical agendas, once just fringe ideas, are now becoming commonplace and we can see clearly the destruction they have on society.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristen Gonel
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brian Kleinsmith
Jul 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Vipond
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jordan Bajis

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Suzanne McCoy

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jenah Gross

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheila Howard

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Petry

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judith Wright

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Magan Romig

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Ramsay
(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg 

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelli Worley

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I appeal to you to not steal the parenting rights to teach and guide their own children. I appeal to you to keep the safety of our children first, that girls will be allowed privacy at young vulnerable ages. I appeal to you to not allow girls sports opportunities to be compromised and stolen.

I appeal to you to give common sense, decency, and safety to our children. Thank you.

Thank you,

Mrs. Colene Wiens
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deb Melton (b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Carroll Tignall"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:06 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Carroll Tignall

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Do not go against common sense and require boys and girls to pretend they are not different from each other. Any child can see the difference and any adult should have the sense to heed the difference. Do you not have any girls that you care about in sports or in gym classes or need to go to the restroom in school? What gain would changing Title IX accomplish for probably 99% of our population of females? Any change will say "We really do not care about girls, we only care about our agenda. I wish you would expound on the advantages.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.
Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Dyro

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Margretta Sahm

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

A nation wide injunction stopped the Obama Administration from forcing girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls! Protect my granddaughters!

This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities for fair competition to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joy Coppess
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Natalie Sicola

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Varughese Kuruvilla

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. As a parent and a public school teacher, I do not want the responsibility of teaching someone else's children about gender issues nor do I want someone else teaching my children about them. It is my responsibility, right, and privilege, as a parent, to teach my own children about these issues. I implore you to protect our freedoms and our children.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Tuttle
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marini Mai

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Keith Woods

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alison Elefante
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dianne Johnson
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you because I am begging you to stop the madness. Knee-jerk reaction to social pundits do not stand for the long term in our history. We worked hard to get the Title IX and now you are considering making a joke out of this. As a woman I am completely insulted that you would consider making these changes and making a joke out of women sports and other things. We are not making it better by making these changes for our children. What you were doing is making life uncertain and confusing for our kids.

Concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." I am totally against this. Create a new category of sports for these kids who because of society have no idea who they are. Make this category for by gender no gender by Iner transgender students so you were leveling the playing field for them but also keeping a fair balance and other men and women's sports.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

If you want to keep sports and school and keep them equal and fair across all genders you will create a title 10 for all unknown or an define or transgender students. That is within your scope and would be totally doable.

I am asking for you to use your intelligence and your wisdom and your heart when making these changes or even considering them. Our kids are the future of our country and when life is unfair for any segment there will be angry people Moving into positions of leadership. This is something we should not look forward to.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rhonda Chesnutt
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cindy Maderia

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please consider girls' rights. Don't make our country go backwards in regards to treatment of women.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Geiger
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brad Staiger

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Hsuehwen Chou
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Palmer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Jerome
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Tsang & Tsang

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Ed Schoenleber"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:05 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am a faithful citizen and father of 5 expressing my views to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. But the Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, intention and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown an irresponsible and inadequately representative response of the general public in their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you for listening. I hope you will do the right thing.
Ed

Thank you,

Mr. Ed Schoenleber

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Donna Swanson
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanne Buchholz
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kelly Oglesby
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Deborah Katz
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Saccar
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rickey Crozier
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robyn Tompkins
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melissa Bearce
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Eckhardt

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Peter Valkonen
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Teresa Muir
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stephanie Furr
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

We are praying for you to make the right choice. DO NOT ALLOW THE GOVERNMENT

Thank you,

Mrs. Antoinette Mansfield
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stavros Niphakis
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I am strongly against the government requiring this new agenda to be incorporated into our public schools. This is extremely unfair to girls who would have to compete against biological males. It's discrimination against the girls.

Young children do not need to be educated on gender ideology. Very harmful and a complete outrage against them.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Preuett
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kirsten Reilly
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janet Hazy
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Timothy Singer
Please stop trying to "fix" legislation that is NOT BROKEN. There is absolutely no need to redefine language that was used in previous legislation. What you are really doing (in a not very subtle way) is CHANGE the meaning of existing laws that have already been approved by voters. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Elizabeth Ochipinti

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Question: How do you know if there is not a hidden agenda? What happens to their right to dignity and respect, as well as privacy?

What about their rights? Or do they have any rights when it comes to their personal choice. I thought this was the land of the free, freedom of choice for all, not just one group of people, but for all. Biological boys/girls, some say this in order to have access to other genders may have a hidden purpose to violate the children/person they are sharing the bathroom with, or so they may not be what they claim. To think of removing girls from the podium a sports events,
replaced by biological boys who are physically stronger. Where is sportsmanship? (means fair and generous behavior or treatment of other) Opponents to be equal to one another. Where is fair play?

Thank you,

Mrs. LYDIA Covin

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Donald Kellenbenz
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Herbert Carter
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jenny Gossett
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Santos
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Cochran

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Victoria Ovcharenko"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:04 -0500 (CDT)
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Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Victoria Ovcharenko

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including the rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melissa Rines
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government, please hear our hearts on this. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Help make our education system one other countries look to. Helping families prepare children for a productive workforce and a life long love of learning. Let's work together to pour time and monies back into schools, to aid teachers in their efforts instead of wasted on unnecessary ideologies that change with every administration. Please don't make our children and grandchildren suffer due to our politics.

Thank you,

Mrs. Audrey Kile

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Purtell
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Hansen
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Kirby
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jerry Love
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Peatro Knight

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carolyn Obitz
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Wilder
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am a father of two athletic girls and a grandfather of three more. I'm having trouble explaining why they may be forced to compete with biological males in the near future.

That's why I'm writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. Yet the current emphasis of this administration is to use this law to reduce opportunities for women and girls to excel by competing within their own biological gender (male/female).

We should follow the science. That means respecting biological gender differences rather than jumping to psychological definitions that are changing by the moment.

Your Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

I strongly oppose this "experiment" and the clear effort to redefine sexuality according to someone's feelings. Reality is calling and we need to answer.

I respect other's right to feel what they want but that doesn't change the reality of biological sex differences.

Please respect the rights of every citizen not just a very small minority of those struggling with sexual identity.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert McMillen (b)(6)
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maureen Sullivan
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. LYDIA Covin

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The rights of transgender people to exist and live their lives as they see fit is protected by our constitution. However, these amendments are designed at forcing people to accept this behavior as normal, and will damage the protections that Title IX was originally supposed to give to women and girls. Do not strip dignity from women.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mr. Nathan Landry
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynn Spence
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

You need to SECURE OUR BORDERS instead of trying to delve into teaching our children what WE THE PARENTS are quite capable of doing in the manner that WE WANT THEM TAUGHT.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosemary Merit
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Edward Lesh

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Swift

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Wilba Minor

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. LYDIA Covin
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Sommers

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I am the mother of 2 daughters. I appreciate the way our country has given them opportunities that have not always been the case in the past and in other current countries. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you for listening to my thoughts and concerns. I hope they will be influential in the decision-making process.

Thank you,

Mrs. Noelle Nightingale
Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jo Dee Preston
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Janice Ferronato"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:04 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janice Ferronato

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Doreen C Brayton
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terri Knorr

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joann Buchanan-Rounds  
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. June Ellen Cushing

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. It is wrong!

Thank you,

Mr. Carl Morrison
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy DeBell

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Are you comfortable with the idea of females who identify as male using male locker rooms and bathrooms?

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Hennig
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Perez
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Karen Gleason

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stacy Edwards

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Nevine Hanna"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:05 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nevine Hanna

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

We need to keep education policies local and let our local school board make policy changes based on what local communities desire.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Kraus
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Question: How do you know if there is not a hidden agenda? What happens to their right to dignity and respect, as well as privacy?

What about their rights? Or they don't have any rights when it comes to their personal choice. I thought this was the land of the free, freedom of choice for all, not just one group of people, but for all. Biological boys/girls , some say this in order to have access to other genders may have a hidden purpose to violate the children/person they are sharing the bathroom with, or so they may not be what they claim. To think of removing girls from the podium a sports events,
replaced by biological boys who are physically stronger. Where is sportsmanship? (means fair and generous behavior or treatment of other) Opponents to be equal to one another. Where is fair play?

Thank you,

Mrs. LYDIA Covin

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard DeLisle
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Cynthia Phillips"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:04 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Please do not change the meaning of the word "sex" to include "sexual orientation" or "gender identity". Please protect the rights of girls.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Phillips

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bill Campbell

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanine Gardner

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Laura Weems

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betsy Teall
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am very concerned about the effect current proposed changes in policy will have on our children. You will be exposing our children, both male and female, to opportunities that they are not emotionally prepared to appropriately deal with. Allowing girls in boy's locker rooms puts an undue responsibility to control their hormonal urges. The concern is even more dire when allowing boys in the girl's locker rooms. We have a duty and responsibility to protect our children from their own urges before their ability to exercise proper restraint has had time to develop! Male and female brains are not identical, regardless of one's gender identity. The human brain is not fully developed until age 25. You cannot expect children to behave like little adults, that is why adult supervision is necessary. Adult supervision in the locker room cannot oversee every action, touch, look or word that is spoken that would cause irreparable damage to a naked child.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kim Greenfield
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ada Felix
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ray Messa
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dale Taggart

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

As a teacher, I see how every child matures at a different stage. Not all students need the same information at the same time. It makes sense to allow parents to share information with their child as they see fit. A parent knows a child more than the educational system. No government can say what is best for an individual child.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mrs. Kristi Earle
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Natalie Lebeau

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

PLEASE listen to the voices of opposition on this matter! Look back over the last couple of generations and consider deeply the consequences of what the "changes in our educational system" have resulted in thus far.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robin Teitsma
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheila Dwyer

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Brooks

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Denise Moore
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Connie Youngman

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I would like to express my deep concern about the Department of Education's upcoming hearing concerning sexual orientation and gender identity. I am of the opinion that making changes of this sort to the Title IX amendment will alter the original intent of the amendment by discouraging and harming girls, not protecting and increasing their opportunities. When biological boys are allowed to participate in girls' sports, biological girls lose every time, decreasing their hope and chances at success in college. Why have separate boys and girls sports if those distinctions are not kept? Not only this, but allowing boys and girls to be together in locker room settings brings complications, a lack of privacy, and exposure to settings some parents work hard to prevent.

Please reconsider the impact poor changes will have on the development and mental health of our girls! Parental desires and rights must be considered and respected. It is not in the best interest of the nation to indoctrinate a generation of children in this new "identity" ideology, which has no basis in biological fact. I am not saying that gender dysphoria does not exist. On the contrary, it does, but could be treated in the same realm it exists - psychological and emotional instead of being taught as an option to impressionable school children across the nation. If that occurred, we would soon have a nation of confused young citizens who will believe all emotions should be trusted and acted upon.

When the Emperor paraded through town wearing his "new clothes," only a boy had the courage to speak the truth. We are living in the emperor's town, and those who do speak up are regrettably silenced. Truth is a beacon of light to a nation and guides action. Truth matters.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachel Schmiedel
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nanci Miller

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please don’t roll back the gains made by female athletics. I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Wood

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rick Huff

(b)(6)
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I have a son and a daughter and am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse-harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. THIS IS WRONG. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. What does that teach our nation's young women?

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please think about the precious children of our nation that would be adversely affected by these changes before making such a decision.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Harrelson
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Adam Price

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Elise Falgout
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jane Kelley
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Phillip Frye

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carol Jean
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Question: How do you know if there is not a hidden agenda? What happens to their right to dignity and respect; as well as privacy?

What about their rights? Or they don't have any rights when it comes to their personal choice. I thought this was the land of the free, freedom of choice for all, not just one group of people, but for all. Biological boys/girls, some say this in order to have access to other genders may have a hidden purpose to violate the children/person they are sharing the bathroom with, or so they may not be what they claim. To think of removing girls from the podium a sports events,
replaced by biological boys who are physically stronger. Where is sportsmanship? (means fair and generous behavior or treatment of other) Opponents to be equal to one another. Where is fair play?

Thank you,

Mrs. LYDIA Covin

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Greenelsh
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tina Luffman

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Winter

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deb Carlson
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

STOP the bill to force girls to share locker rooms with boys, allows boys to steal sports opportunities from girls, and forces children to learn about gender ideology at a young age.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Barbara Kirts
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Dietz

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larry Laughlin

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Roger Campbell

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- MUST be respected. Forcing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide, the Government DOES NOT have the right to inflict its opinions or the supported opinions of the LGBT communities on others that do not hold the same beliefs, doing so is a DIRECT violation of individual rights to choose! If you press for this agenda, you must also allow the teaching of Biblical truths to take place in the schools again!

Thank you,

Mrs. Terri Melody
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The fake Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Just remember that the States have more power than the federal government and we, the people, have the most power of all.

Thank you,

Ms. Lydia Nelson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Zebley

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Hoffmann

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lois Deskins

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bill Bone
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jesse McDonald
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Charles Fields
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Jeanes

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Hannah Johnson
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Di Marco

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dee DeKryger

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heather Ramsey
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terra Anderson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Michaelsen
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Pereira
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebekah Bacoka

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to tell you that I strongly oppose your proposed changes to Title IX to define "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity" implementation in the public school curriculum. Truthfully, "sex" should be taught at home and the schools should make sure that our public school students are taught to be fluent readers, excellent writers and mathematicians, truthful historians, knowledgeable scientists, talented musicians and artists. To spend valuable time on this radical agenda during the school day is a complete travesty. If you are hell-bent on trying to implement your ridiculous ideas, let it be an after-school opportunity that is optional and spend the school day teaching subjects that enable students to be educated in areas of importance.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Suzy Barker
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Fred Carter
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tricia Sturdefant
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elise Farwell
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Carter
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Knoshaug
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ximena Mendez

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randy Kelley
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Please let us parents do our job and support us-to be parents! Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Snook
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vonda Hamilton
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathryn Lindstrom
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Natalie White"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:52:30 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Natalie White
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Candy Roiger
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sue Fung
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rose Williams

(b)(6)
I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kristin Johansen
I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I agree with the following statements. What you plant in children's minds can produce changes in their thinking. It's very subtle or outright blatant. Why try to influence children away from how God made them. Why try to plant these ideas in their minds? I know from personal experience how culture can shape a child's thinking. Are you just trying to be accepted by the gay/lesbian agenda? Leave our children alone and stop confusing them with these agendas. please!!

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Ms. John Turner

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marsha Ashburn
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Andes
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is not the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elvira Senyuk
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rodney Wiltrout
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

This is such BS!! I am writing to you OPPOSING the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- MUST be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randy Wright
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larry Miller
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Schlieker
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Mollie Simpson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Virgil Weixelman

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tracy Jensen
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stephanie Jablonsky

(b)(6)
Jul 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Veronica Pruneda
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wayne Green
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Coleen Mejias

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Jones
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Madeline Martin
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Roy Vella

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kathy Wright
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bethany Ballenger
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alexis Mateo

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Wardie Turner

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Gender orientation must not be enforced. It is the right of girls to maintain their privacy according to their beliefs.

Thank you,

Mrs. Myrna Wilkinson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vicki Bigham

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carrie Unseth

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Polly Ann Price
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. WILLIAM WALKER
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joshua Gagliardi

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Harris
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

You must stop indoctrinating our children to hate the police, to hate their country and to believe that we are a racist country. Children do not see color! You have no idea what the child's religion or home-life is like. You have no right to tell our children what to believe or how to think. It is not your place to introduce them to sexual ideas, preferences, morals or gender fluidity.

Your job is to teach our children reading, writing and
arithmetic....all of which they are failing miserably. DO YOUR JOB, and let the parents do theirs.

You are wakening a very angry sleeping giant....MOTHERS!! LEAVE OUR CHILDREN ALONE AND KEEP YOUR SICKENING PERVERTED IDEAS TO YOURSELF!

Thank you,

Ms. Mary Sieg
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Garratt
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Christine Brezinsky

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I believe such topics of "sexual orientation" should be taught at home or at the very least in high school. Also gender identification should not be even a choice until a child reaches the age to understand what the change entails. Also, this should not be a choice of anyone except a mature individual for themselves.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)," The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were developed to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration is ignoring this and pushing to redefine the law, which will lead to violating the privacy of women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tom McGregor

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

 Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

 I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

 The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

 I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

 Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

 Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

 Thank you,

 Mr. Ron Davis
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. olson gordon

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katherine Godsey
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Kulak
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Smith

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Edith Schain
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Gallant
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanne Manyon
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Puruczky

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. JODIE PRATT

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jerry Greer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Gordon
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. ROSEMARY CHASE
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Thomason
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Claudia Velasquez

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Sterling
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

There are two points I would like to add to this statement; the first being that the body matures up into the mid twenties (specifically the brain). The education system is partitioned accordingly. An example of this requirement became clear when the drinking age was lowered to 18 and nothing could stop the children from drinking and driving until they raised the drinking age. Sexual identity and all the responsibilities in a relationship are exponentially more complex and bodies are not ready to bear the physical or psychological stress as born out by disease, pregnancies and youth suicides. To me the rest of this document pales in comparison to the stress placed on children who need to grow up before they play adults. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jonathan Berry

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ashley Stern

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Penyon Cruz

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Martin deLivron

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Marty Luttrell

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I've read the agenda! This is appalling!!!!!!

I am also writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Women have come too far in equal rights, to give their dreams away to boys who "feel like girls...I am a sports instructor, and I KNOW the difference in strength and muscle and bone density of males!!!

Thank you for reading!

Thank you,

Mrs. Vivian Crock
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Lee

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeremy Moyer
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christine Hamm
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Howard Campbell

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Hellman

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sherry Smith
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please STOP this nonsense and protect our children!

Thank you,

Mrs. Jackie Lollar

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Paul Omelianchuk"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:15 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Omelianchuk
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Frankly, are you kidding, have you lost all moral compass? I pay $7,000 for my youngest daughter and also support my 8 granddaughters to go to private school because of the view points of the public school system via the government. You are asking for a young woman to be raped and then you will not be responsible for it. This is absolutely disgusting!

Thank you,
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Mindy Dam"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:15 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mindy Dam
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Hunter Jennings
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Michelle Kent

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tim Privratsky
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Daum

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Sholar

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Why is it that the Biden Administration is bound and determined to protect the rights of those who prefer to identify or become the gender that is opposite of their biological birth gender. They have a right to think like they do, however; it is not based on science and facts. I thought his administration was governing by facts and science.

Having said that, what is the administration doing to protect the rights of those who believe they are the gender that they are born with? Title IX should not be changed. It is just as important to protect traditional values as it is to protect people who think differently. I can call a person what they want to be called and I can work alone side anyone. All people deserve respect. But traditional thinking persons also deserve the rights to modesty and privacy. They deserve to participate fairly in activities and sports with the same biological body build and functions.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not
force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Monica Harrison

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I feel VERY strongly about this initiative as a mother of two daughters AND two sons! I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls!!!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Danielle Brown
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Kari Halweg"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:15 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kari Halweg

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Luke Harvey
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Parents have the final say in how their children are raised, not the government. The teaching of sex, sexual orientation, gender ideology, and other related topics are up to the parent to decide.

Thank you,

Ms. Peter Vig
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sandra Hubbard
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Candace Kronish

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jose Gonzalez

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Darlene kieffaber

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Marta MacBan
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Courtney Meier
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alison Llewellyn
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christina Brusca
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randall Decker
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. amanda smith

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jim Pedigo

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I feel VERY strongly about this initiative as a mother of two daughters AND two sons! I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls!!!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Danielle Brown
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Lynda Spear"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:02 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynda Spear

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

We constantly heard "FOLLOW THE SCIENCE" during the COVID-19 event. Now, I am asking you to do the same. It is obvious there are two genders - male and female. Our DNA defines us and no matter what we think or believe. Our genetic makeup will not change.

Please stop playing politics and think about our children and not the adults who want this legislation passed. We are not giving our girls the same opportunities that we have had. Simply stated: Boys and girls are biologically different.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

In the last few months, I have seen a major trend of elected officials forgetting why you are in Washington. Please vote based on your constituents and not your political party. We voted you in office to represent the people in your state! You were not voted into office to follow "party" lines.

Thank you,

Ms. Veronica Newhoff

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Jill Allen" <mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:15 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jill Allen
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "David L Bucci"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:15 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. David L Bucci

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Johnson
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's actions and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Kurtenbach
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alina Grozav

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Goebel

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Loretta Hermann

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Constance Simon

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ivette Payne

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angie Medow
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I cannot believe that any good family would ever want to subject their precious daughter or son to this kind obsolete thinking. It will just be another way to demoralize our nation. DO NOT TAKE AWAY OUR FREE AGENCY.

We now live in California has lost its way

Thank you,
Mrs. Nan Hunter

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christie Hicks
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I strongly oppose your inserting sexuality into the schools. Teachers have no business teaching this confusing agenda to their students. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Scherschligt
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judith Bellando
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Morgan Mallory
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a parent what is taught my children has always been and always will be of great concern to me. Our beliefs should not be overridden out of a false sense of compassion. Yes we should be thoughtful of others but also mindful of the difference between feelings and truth. Religious beliefs must not be trampled on just to make others feel good.

Thank you,
Mr. Gerard Grunow
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Sutphin
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Denise Lopez
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Janet Warhol

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Antoinet Vigil
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Sheri Owenburg
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

Thank you,

Mr. Mike Shaffer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rhonda Ray

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kitty Salmon
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. This is so important! Please! The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joanne Sturgeon

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. A Toll
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dan Dehn
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Frankie Wood

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ken Fitzpatrick
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lawrence Runk
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Logue
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christal Sonaggera

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer English

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael McGirl

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Belk
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please don't! I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeff Rogers

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Yes this finely crafted letter above represents my thoughts. It is not the place of public schools to teach these things at any age much less in the formative early elementary years. The younger kids still believe in Santa Clause and the Easter Bunny. Can you imagine what this can do to a young human mind?

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Teague
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. J.J. Wiseman

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristalynn Redstone
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steven Jones
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Sanchez
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I strongly oppose the changing of the Title IX Amendment.

Thank you,

Mrs. Theresa Schrader
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Athena Biggs
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Frost
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tim Souders
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dawn Shaw
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristy Berens
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joanna Smith

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Garcia
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachael Samm
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Luci Hilliard
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rhonda Murphy
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cheryl Scher
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Shane McBride

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Tony Marine"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:14 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tony Marine
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Packer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cynthia Solis
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Haley Tyler
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Di Bert
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Adrianne Bradley
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you as a former physical education teacher and coach. My teaching career started the year after Title IX was passed. The growth in opportunities for girls was amazing. (I had the choice of only one sport in which to compete and was able to get a college scholarship because of that sport) The programs that you are attempting to destroy will take away all progress that has been made over these years. Please don't punish these female athletes who have worked so hard and then to have it all taken away.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Paajanen

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maryann Dickman
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Margiotta
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Jun 7, 2021

 Acting Director Goldberg

 Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

 I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

 The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

 I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

 Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

 Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

 Thank you,

 Mrs. Anne-Lie Green
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Albert Silbaugh
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Burry
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ken Armstrong

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirley Troup
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jerry Cole
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Wright
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Soliman
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

These children will change their minds on their favorite ice cream, friends, teachers and class subjects etc. dozens of times before they graduate. Why confuse them with this topic. Younger children don't even know what sex is!! The changes that are proposed are trying to direct them not educate them!!! I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ken Dine
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Dominica Barabe
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Helene Zwerneman
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Bobette Boyd
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. I was fortunate to be able to attend an all girls school but most children do not have that option.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Children are already confused enough without having to wonder if they were born the wrong sex. They are too young to be making those decisions. Their parents can best shepherd them through issues of gender dysphoria and gender confusion.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. LORRAINE NORTHINGTON
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pam Maddox
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carolyn Livingston
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Aaron Jones
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Rower
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bill Shermak
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to voice concerns I have regarding Title IX and how it may be used against schools who do not adhere to new policies being proposed.

Over the past year we have been told it is of utmost importance to "follow the science." If this is the way we are to go, well then it is obvious we have a given gender at birth. We are either male or female. You cannot change this even with gender altering surgery.

While I certainly feel sympathy for someone who deals with feeling of being in the "wrong" body, I do not feel they (or government agencies like the dept of education) have the right to force this on others.

I would not deny anyone their personal decision regarding their body. However, I feel there can be a better way to integrate these persons into a school setting.

Forcing girls to share a locker room/bathroom with a person of male gender should not be done. If accommodations must be made, it should be a separate facility. Giving individuals who identify as something other than their birth gender should have their own bathroom/locker room.

I further believe males, who wish to identify as female should not be permitted to participate in girls sports. The males have a clear advantage physically. Deserving girls would be denied scholarships or awards they would earn in an all female setting.

I respectfully ask that you consider these girls when making your decisions. These are not easy decisions to make but those making them must be conscience of the harm forcing this on young girls could have.

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.

Kathy Schreiner

Thank you,

Ms. Kathy Schreiner
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kristine Haak
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dale Isaacson
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ann Bower
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Desarae Montier

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I believe this legislation is a danger to the safety of our children and I stand strongly opposed to it.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorie Smith
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tom Van Engen
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Annette Marzahl
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Byrd
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Cindy Montalvo

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Korman

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Andrew Aslesen
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Brenda Douglas

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Cynthia Martinez"
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To: T9PublicHearing
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Cynthia Martinez

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Maggie Parrish

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wesley Toays

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Fred Burry

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to biological women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for biological women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bryce Bennett

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Colleen Johnson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

First and foremost is the infringement on parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Parents are children's first and most important educator, and that right must be respected in all government decisions.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Allen
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ralph Corum

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanne Malcolm

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Luke Dornon
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Jensen

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tracy Kulak
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Karon Ann Young

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jason Gaut

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Lin
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Connolly

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I support biological girls competing and interacting with biological girls. The interaction of biological girls with biological boys in sports and the locker rooms are clearly detrimental to the chromosomal females, resulting in long term insecurities and psychological trauma. Why inflict this on our future daughters, granddaughters, mothers and grandmothers. It is a long term nightmare for biological/chromosomal females. No amount of philosophical or psychological gymnastics can provide a logical rational as to how this is fair, decent or reasonable for the young biological/chromosomal females we desire to give the full potential to be all they can be.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. John Hutchison
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Peter Thies

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vicky Bible

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Satriano  
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Stara

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. David George
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Even though we know God is in control, I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Rebecca Novak
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sheila Juliano"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:13 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheila Juliano
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Condon
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Corey Schroeter

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse—harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

You should NOT and CANNOT allow this to pass! We cannot believe that something like this is even being considered!

Thank you,

Mrs. Wanda Royal

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Susan Mercer"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:13 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Mercer
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anna Gravino
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stewart Vaczi
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy MacDonald
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Brad Scull
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I oppose any change in policy that redefines "sex" to "sexual orientation" or "gender identity"

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Willard Hall
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Bill Meadowcroft"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:12 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Thank you for taking the time to listen to concerned citizens!
Please don't require SOGI based teaching in K-12 schools...the risk of sowing confusion is large for young minds. Parents should own this corridor of educating their children.
Please protect girls from gender confused males in private spaces and in athletic competitions.
Tried to be brief to not consume your time...THANKS for your service...may light and wisdom prevail in and through you!!
Bill Meadowcroft

Thank you,

Mr. Bill Meadowcroft
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thankyou,

Mrs. Lerin Berwick
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Marie Crann
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Denis Scharine
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please respect the God-given, healthy differences between boys and girls.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brittany Leeds
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alisa Jordheim

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shannon Kampbell
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Seavone
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Shirley Chimes"  
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>  
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:13 -0500 (CDT)  
To: T9PublicHearing  
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity  
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Jun 7, 2021  

Acting Director Goldberg  
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,  

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirley Chimes
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

You are taking away our children's innocence in your push to "educate" them.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Chirico
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Lena Ay
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tina Ellzey
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Joseph D'Amico"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 10:48:13 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph D'Amico
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jeanne Losack

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terese Crouse

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Denver Murray

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lucy Tooley
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I oppose any policy that redefines "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

Thank you,

Mr. Hal Hansen
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

These policies are unconstitutional and go against religious freedoms and rights. It is also unscientific. It is my right as a parent to teach truth to our children not the government's. Teachers are there to teach subjects not ideologies. I am against any form of teaching that includes teaching gender identity. The government has no right to tell my child what to believe.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mrs. Evelyn Torres
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Lehman

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeffrey Gleason

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dawn Smith

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brandy McDonald

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Cheryl Watkins

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Adeline Fleming
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I strongly oppose the bills that are being crafted.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joan Eirich

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Diaz
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

As a mother of two daughters in the public school system, which participate in school-based athletic sports programs, I am even now considering removing them from the public school system. If these changes are made to the Title IX, it will be the nail that seals the coffin on our participation in public education and athletics.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mrs. Karen Alexander

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ty Savage

(b)(6)
I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Cassou
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights—including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. John Clunk
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Daniel De Graff

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Pam Johnson
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Peggy Ballinger

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Zachariah Beasley
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Futrell

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Phyliss Mosca

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Mott
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Norman

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Scott
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Suzan Roybal

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Buell

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Chris Cowden
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ni Riley
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Sadie Johnsen
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Carl Brodock

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Smith

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I would like it registered that I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Henrietta R Hilbun

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diana Henry

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide

By no means does the government, whether federal or state, have the right to teach our children about sexual orientation or education.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachel James

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Crystal Anderson
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Peter Seide

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Chelsea Harris

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Braun

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kit Chu

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Malloy

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Audrey Evans

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. brian bevan

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I was a young woman in the 1970's. We fought to give women these opportunities. This is an attack on women by a group of men who want to take our opportunities away. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marian Marek
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kelly Roberts

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Wells
Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patricia Green
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Breth
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Moore

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erin Nelson

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Hellmers
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah McCracken
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ruth Vermeer

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Denise Rasicci

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Bilello

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gina Lanthripe

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bridget Brightwell
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Margaret Keffer"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 08:20:39 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Margaret Keffer

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kay Jacobus
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Plummer
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Voegele
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Schroeder

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Catherine White
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lorane Cutkelvin
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Danielle Brownrigg

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Frank Jacobus
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kim Messina
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Terry Vreeland
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Connie Cronin"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 08:20:26 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Connie Cronin

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Hoegh-Guldberg
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Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Marty Tomberlin

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laurel Pentecost
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dianne Orth
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I am not against homosexuality, I just do not agree with it, but they do have there RIGHT. I don't tell the world about my sex life with my wife, why should they do that with the children??? Did you notice that it is against the girls & NOT THE BOYS!!!!!
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Valenti
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Scott Alley

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Cynthia Rienhardt"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 07:54:27 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Rienhardt
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you to include my my voice concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Apparently the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristine Heckathorn
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Hoegh-Guldberg
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amanda Nonmacher
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jennifer Wilborn
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Darrin English
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Denise Finley

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Kiel
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Daniel
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Katia Maher
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Anthony Kersey

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brittany Klumb
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Chelsea Meals
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Etta Flores
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carolyn Hark
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Theresa Keleman
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Eileen Shroff
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Hannah Kirsch
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larimore Henley
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To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laurie Mitrovich
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Intorcio
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Penfield
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terri Kaufmann
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Hallaway
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse--harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights--including rights of parents to teach their children about sex--must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Beth Sanders

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Megan McGuyer

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

As a loving and worried parent, I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it as I will never send my kids to any school that exposes them to opposite sexes bodies as we teach them that they have the right to protect their bodies private parts from others and that our daughter needs to give our son privacy when dressing and using the restroom and vs. versa. If I don't allow my boy and girl to change clothes in the same room, why would I want them to change or use the bathroom with other opposite gender children? This Department must not violate the privacy of my sons and daughter. My husband and I are actually sending our kids to a new charter school in hopes of avoiding boys and girls sharing restrooms and locker rooms as the administration for the school has told us that the school has separate facilities for girls and boys. I will teach my children at home before I allow their privacy to be violated due to school policies that are not in their best interests.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys as it undermines their confidence in being able to do well and to win: on the field and off the field. I don't know why it's so hard for us to admit that biological males are stronger than biological females. However, even
our bathroom scale can tell me and my husband that although he only weighs about ten pounds more than me, he has about sixty pounds more muscle than I do. He can easily lift more than me and run faster than me. I even work out more than he does. I am not upset about this difference: However, if I had to compete against my husband on a regular basis, I would be frustrated with how easily he would beat me; and eventually, I would quit. We have separate sports for men and women because it's just basic science that men and women are different.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. It is my job to teach my kids about sex and sexual orientation. When I was a girl, I wanted to be a boy as it felt like my brothers got to do all the fun stuff but they did not want their sister hanging out with them. In middle school, I found I enjoyed being a girl; and now, I am the mother to four wonderful children that make my life complete. I am lucky that when I was young no one tried to tell me that I could be a boy as I would have missed out on being a mom. One of our kids is adopted so I can tell you that adoption is different so yes I could have adopted kids but giving birth is creating a new little life which I could not do if I had changed my gender with opposite sex hormones. I will not allow that to happen to my children either. Also just as a side note, I have had a hormone imbalance for over a decade and it has created many issues for me so I cannot imagine how hard changing many hormones in a person's body will be on anyone's personal health. For the health and well being ifject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Norris

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Reynolds

(b)(6)
Jan 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eugene Grover

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Tomasko

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Fortes

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Schroer
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Dina Soto

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah DuCharme

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy and safety of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to coddle confused boys.

Finally, parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nora Brower

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Dangers

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Nabila Riskalla

Thank you,
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melissa Sweerin
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shannon Stagner

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Hutton

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heidi Shaw
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kenneth Trigg

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with and against them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leea Bowean

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Colleen Conrad

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Do not infringe on my parental rights and duties by sharing information about alternative lifestyles and calling it education. It is indoctrination and not the place of educators.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Moomey

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mindy Ritchie
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I was involved in an office job in (b)(6) at that time and switching jobs between two companies that I was working on. I was refused to be able to apply for the same position I was leaving due to the Title IX being in considerations. At that time it was for Equal Rights in the Job Force and to apply for various jobs despite gender. I could not get the same job I had at one company in the new company.

Title IX is being used way out of its realm of purpose. This whole section is contrary to our being - male and female human race from the very beginning. We must never lower our standards of our abilities and make them a non being in any facet of our lives. Our bodies are made for a purpose - created by two human beings - for a purpose. Muscle tone body and mind thinking mentally and physically. Females compassionate, males aggressive and workers, we have a life role that is built in and those traits are ingrained in our being naturally. Developments of how they are to grow, has many influences. We must never ever blend our children in such a system as you are presenting. Humans are a super type of creation not to be used as experimental training by others to make us all "equals". Human race is a wonderful thing, we must keep it protected. An ability is ones own choosing in their role in life, to be the best they can be in their role of growth and choosing. Not forced into any role by any governmental institution and a "mixing of the masses" in mind control and sexual behaviours.
I was in the middle of the Title IX. To use that now in such a manner as this is totally outrageous for control of our littlest valuable resources for all our peoples. Humans are not specimens in a little science study or control our being.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Kenworthy
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jon Helgeson

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

I was one of those girls that played sports all through school and college. And I loved it. I am who I am because of that formation BUT not when you make girls compete on the same level as boys. Please but a stop to this!

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Daniel
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Terina Ramsdell

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Vincent Barrett"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 07:20:22 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Vincent Barrett

(b)(6)
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deb Kruger
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Tracy Flanagan"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 07:20:22 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tracy Flanagan

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Luther

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William OByrne

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

We will all give account for what we did, allowed, and promoted.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Do what is right so you may stand in the day of judgment.

Thank you,

Mr. Neal Manning

[ ](b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathryn Cavinder
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debby Loveless

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Becky Kahle
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Parvu

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Sharp

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lourdes Osores

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. It is unfair and dangerous to girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. This is definitely revoking the rights girls and women have fought so hard for.

Finally parental rights- including the rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected and not ignored. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Felicite Badillo

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tracey May

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Martino

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Amy Kluesner

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. MaryLou Riggle

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Southern

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lois Botti

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wah Yim

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I taught in public schools for more than thirty years. During that time I was forced to belong to the NEA which started promoted this radical agenda. The controlling body would make statements that stated the whole organization favored whatever was being proposed without asking for our opinions. Most of the time what was being promoted did not have the favor of those in the classrooms.

Furthermore, this controlling group of the NEA was able to use this closed union's clout to get candidates for government officials, who would promote these ideas, in all branches of government. Today we are just beginning to see the results of this group's efforts. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Children should also not be forced to pinch their hands and say I am not white as the CRT is insisting.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender
ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ron Fogle

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

These type of topics need to be for the parent alone not the schools.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Bergstrom

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

As a parent to two girls, I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Please do not move forward with these changes that harm our children!

Thank you,

Mr. Rich Schmaltz
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. J Hays Hays

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristin McClenthen
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. George Hanna (b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Margaret Larrow"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The changes being proposed support one world view that does not want me to be allowed to practice my view of God and the way He wants my children to live. Do not take away my freedom of religion and give it to a small but very vocal group.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Margaret Larrow
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Larry Rhoad

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sue Wimette"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 06:50:17 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sue Wimette

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anne Marie Melnyk

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Gebhart

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ash Yassa

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Sloan

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Antoinette Pellegrin

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Timothy Gipe
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leslie Rabon
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jesus Quiles
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls and boys.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys and boys should not have to forfeit to girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I pray that you will hear each man and woman's voice about how disgraceful this change would be. Our nation is hurting because we are taking God and his laws out of everything including our schools. Our nations foundation was set firm on Christian beliefs, so let's stick to that before we completely fall apart. The more that and staff are being pushed to educate on sex/gender the more we will fight back and or seek other employment.
Thank you for your consideration,
Katie Novitzki

Thank you,

Mrs. Katie Novitzki

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Malcolm Nelson

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wayne Kimbrell
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alejandra Silva
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jack Jacob
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Benjamin
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Doris Anderson
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Arnold Carico
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls and jeopardize their safety and mental well-being.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This is not fair. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. This is discrimination and not honoring girls rights.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. They have no business putting their thoughts or ideas into our children's minds. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janel Earnest
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christy Smith
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. I can't believe we're at a point in this society that common sense surrounding this issue is even being questioned, but it is and you need to preserve our rights.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Bonnie Bixler
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Department of Education staff: I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in your education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

Thank you for your time.
Thank you,

Ms. Pamela Oxford
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heather Luessenhop
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Glende
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Wade
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Vance
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Charlene Charette
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

THIS IS NOT THE GOVERNMENTS ROLE

Thank you,

Mrs. Amelyn Payne

(b)(6)
I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steven Harkins

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patricia Grimm
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lorri Kramer
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kent Beebe
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Bolch
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa Goddard
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Shank
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Annis
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deb Carroll

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Anderson
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jamie Canova
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lindsay Garbini
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandy Winkelman
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Jul 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Beard
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy VanDerHeide (b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Our children are and will be exploited by those whose agenda does not protect but expose them. We have stopped letting kids be kids and learn in an environment free from this propagation. Let the families be families that teach their kids about private matters, this is not the government's job.

Thank you,
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mildred Jackson

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ann Estremera
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stephanie Carter
(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Hinckle

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kimberly Corbin

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ron Williamson
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Grethel

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carole Gulbransen
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tracy Hinckle
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Soeken
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia French
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alesha Logan

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Nancy Zurn
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Finally, how about making it a priority for the main goal of our education system in America to be Making sure no child ever leaves our school system with a diploma and still not be proficient in reading, writing and arithmetic! Millions of American children graduate from American schools without the ability to read, write and reason for themselves.

That should be the focus! Not sex and transgender issues. Perhaps if more Americans could read, write and reason for themselves we wouldn't
have a need to defend our children and parents from the over reach of their own government!

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Burke
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Boyd
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristie Sample
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Caldwell
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Gempler
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Melcher
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Burke
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sandra Seminerio
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Evans
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Denny Torpey

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Holly Braddock
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Margaret Patrick
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Smith

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rae Sartain

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristen Barker
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Allison Rosenkrans

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Teyssier

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie Piatt

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dean Melcher
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Donald Rosenkrans

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Douglas
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Children should not be influenced or taught that their sex is changeable! It is settled in our genes at conception; we are either XX or XY. This IS science. Children are being influenced and led into mutilating their bodies to change their outward appearance. Many of these are sorry later, but they can't have their body parts back like they were. Many commit suicide at some point. This can all be prevented, by not confusing kids in the first place. They should be taught to accept who they are and to excel in school. Too much time is
being spent on social experimenting on our children. They are not kept safe from those who prey on them.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janet Albertson
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June 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Blaquiere
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Kevin Towers
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ray Leckenbusch
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I strongly oppose any changes to Title IX!....

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I strongly oppose any changes to The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Mock
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pamela Clegg
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and bring irreparable harm to girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of our government.

Thank you,

Mr. Lester Twilley

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Diane Bailey
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristi Tan
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Diana Lee
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Tanner
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sarah Williams
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steve Shaffer
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Marcus Ibrahim"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 03:19:53 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Marcus Ibrahim (b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elisse Priskila
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a country, WE are better than this. WE can make changes that still protect women and girls sports and privacy, but it's not through this type of legislation. Please don't take rights from girls, women, and parents to give to another group, not matter how and what they identify as. I am a woman of minority and am grateful for all those who fought for my right to play fairly in sports. Instead of legislating against girls and women, perhaps the transgender men and women can start their own league to play fairly. Is it right to take
from one and give to another?

Also, please don't take my right or any other parent's right to teach their kids about gender, sex, identities. Should my children be taught by the school system that gender is a choice- NO. Should my children be taught to love others despite their choices, YES, absolutely. So please don't allow this overreach of parental right. This is America. My family immigrated because WE live in the land of the free. WE have the freedom from the government to teach our kids. Currently, transgenders are allowed to teach their children what they want, why not let me teach my children without government involvement?

I humbly ask you to not make changes to title IX.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jasmine Duda

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stephanie Landes
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gail Burgoyne
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies statewide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Knoeppel

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ursula Perez
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Dunn
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bryanne Ngo
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sharon Ellwein
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Doug Homstad FAMILY
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Bianca Greene
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Min Yang
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Benjamin Sell
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Connie Meyer
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Marilynn Molina
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie An
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dave See
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. This rush to the unreasonable will set women's rights back 100 years. After all, the Suffragettes were not just asking for the right to vote, but also the right to bodily privacy.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sonia Shaw
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Caleb Timmer
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maureen Taylor
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The direction the biden administration is trying to take America in will, in so many areas, lead to us being another Venezuela... The changes they want are NOT good for women and will NOT improve enforcement of the Title IX Education Amendments of 1972. Their changes will be totally destructive to women!!!

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mrs. (Mark and) Ilia Hohmann
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Justin McKerrow
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. *wendy lessman*
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeff Ingram
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

The science is clear. There are only two genders. Pretending there are more than two sexes does not help people who are experiencing sexual dysphoria. It can confuse people, especially young people, who are struggling with mental disorder.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bob Pamplin
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tasha Moore
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Josh Lessman

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Taylor

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirley Gerace

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Esther Grimes

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Audra Blyseth

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Clarizio

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachel Holle

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

We have many people in the United States who are functionally illiterate. We have people who are struggling with basic math skills. We have people who do not know how to use an apostrophe, or how to properly conjugate a verb.

It is clear to me that our most pressing agenda is improving the basic education that our citizens receive. In choosing to focus on the non-essentials, you doom those who have no at-home support to a potential life of failure and unrealized potential.

A failure to reach one's potential can have devastating consequences for an individual. However, the consequences are worse for society in general. I have to ask myself, why would you want to preside over a failed system?

We need to focus on reading, writing, basic arithmetic, and subjects such as nutrition and physical education, in order to help our citizens live productive and healthy lives. They will be less of a drain on the system, also. We need for the majority of people to contribute to the system rather than take. So help them out, and put time and money toward the basics.

I am depending on you and your department to improve the lot of those who cannot do it for themselves. We need time and funds to be directed toward the basics.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and
I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Angel Ellinghaus
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Harmond

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheri Clark

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Pop

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Pierce
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janice Snyder

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I do remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Thompson

(b)(6)
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Calista Smith

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Shannon Holbrook
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

***PLEASE do NOT allow the Biden Administration to make the changes he wants! As an educator, mother of a daughter, and a woman I am vehemently against everything he is trying to do to our children under the guise of Education!

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

***Again, please stop this!!

Thank you,
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. David Hagstrom
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randell Hearrron

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jimmy Srour
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Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Veronica Shaw-Aragon
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terri Rudy

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bernadette De La Cruz
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cynthia Bodily
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Shirley Fox"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Tue, 8 Jun 2021 00:19:37 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirley Fox
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jean Williams

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Staples

(b)(6)
Jun 8, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lindsay Betz

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Moretto
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Madeline Hoopman

(b)(6)
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marie Archuleta

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Bullock

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leanne Sheward

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alyssandra Hossler
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

As the Grandfather of 4 talented athletic Grand-daughters I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

These girls are beautiful, strong and determined athletes. They feel 'blessed' to be girls (women) and only wish to compete on an 'even playing field'!

Thank you,

Mr. Ronald Hudspeth

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mandy Young

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Yao-Hsin Dawes

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Edith Klatt

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tiffiny Marsoun

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Edith Williams

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Wade Hofer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kari Nordgren
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Darlene Mahowald

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rane Popa

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Felicia Fan

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Francine Simental

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Mechenbier
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tara Sreecharana

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Major
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Banihashemi
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Leslie Hill

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lori Christy

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Russell Mushakian"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 23:19:31 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Russell Mushakian

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maranatha Elmhorst
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. STEVEN KEMP

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls and boys.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alice St Germain
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

We are a government of the people, by the people, and for the people. Please listen to the people's voice.....and protect our children. We don't let kids drive, drink, or vote and yet you want to expose them and make them even more vulnerable. Sharing locker rooms. Insanity.

Thank you,
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Gjefle
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Thanks so much for hearing our comments.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Maria Orozco

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "William Polk"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 23:19:31 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Polk

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eric Unks

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Loraine Cross
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susanne Woodhall
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jeremy Ramsey

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. William Major

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gricel Thomas

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Magdeline Kruger

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Maxwell
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Andrew Nemzek

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Buck Ludwick

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheri Harnett

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Laura Stockslager"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 23:19:31 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the government threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you for your time and consideration! Take care!

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Stockslager

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I have seen the damage this has done. Please this is NOT for everyone. Keep in mind all the girls.

I have seen girls and ladies fight for their position for a long time. Please don't take it away with this Title IX Amendment.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Mj Spencer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Morales

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Is the Biden Administration willing to listen to the voice of biologically female athletes?

Your Department has the opportunity to recommit to protecting the privacy and rights of women and girls in the "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I appeal to you to not force girls to compete with biological boys, regardless of their gender identity.

Thank you,

Mr. Daniel Abeyta

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Mersenski
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Sue Burlingame

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Stitt

(b)(6)
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Julie Rosenmayer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanne Mutic

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Edward Schwartz"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:11 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Edward Schwartz

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Valerie Fewins

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Kolchin
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robin Lang

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

With these Title IX changes, girls rights and safety are being undermined.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

When the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathleen Giuliano

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robin Schlief

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Crystal Boon"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>

Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:11 -0500 (CDT)

To: T9PublicHearing

Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I have 5 children, including two girls which may be in line for college athletic scholarships. I am a Conservative Christian, and don't want Sexual Preferences or sex education ideologies taught or encouraged/forced upon students, without our consent through teachers with Liberal agendas or curriculum adopted by Education Departments, to our children during school hours. I also am against biological males being allowed to compete against, or share locker rooms with my athlete girls. I find it dangerous in many ways. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Sanches (b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anisabel Palma

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you regarding the U.S. Department of Education's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were meant to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department of Education have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. This law must not redefine the original meaning of sex.

The right to privacy of girls must not be violated. Biological boys claiming to be girls is preposterous. They must never be allowed to share showers, locker rooms or hotel rooms with biological boys.

Allowing biological boys, who claim to be girls (an absurdity), to compete with girls is unfair, unjust, and immoral. Girls have been and will be cheated out of athletic awards and athletic scholarships, which flies in the face of the intent of the Title IX law!

Furthermore, the rights of parents must be respected regarding teaching their children about sex. Allowing the implementation of radical and unscientific gender ideologies in schools across this country is not government's job. Institutionalizing radical, immoral, and unscientific gender ideology in America by the Department of Education must be totally rejected.

Thank you,

Mr. Greg Jevnikar
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Samuel Roberts

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Judy Sanches

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Fraaken

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Randall Steakley

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Fleming-Smith

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. T Kirby

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please heed!!!! Listen to the people.

Thank you,

Mr. Peter Sauer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES!!
Please be wise and have common sense.

Thank you,

Mrs. Virginia Cooney

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Irene Hanson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Salter
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).”

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. J. Egle
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual
Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving
enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title
IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational
opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the
Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of
this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far,
have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and
steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if
schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels
with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This
Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at
sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.
And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not
force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their
children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender
ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal
government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender
ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joe Aungst

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Kattya Kancylarysta"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:11 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kattya Kancylarysta

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ronald Yiu

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lain Ehmann
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachel Nedved

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in your education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

Thank you,

Mrs. Misty Sturman

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judy Sanches
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Paul Annan"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:10 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Annan

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Janna Anderson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jonathan Smith

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Good morning.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and this Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. Now these girls are threatened again, and I am imploring you to do all you can to protect vulnerable young women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I have a daughter. She is a beautiful seven-year-old. She is confident and creative and smart. She loves sports and school. The policies that the Biden administration is advocating are a direct threat to her safety and opportunities. I also have two sons. I love my sons just as much as I love my daughter, but I would never advocate to broaden their
opportunities at the expense of limiting hers. Please fight for my daughter and the millions of girls like her.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristine Peterson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Houghtaling
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Mary Venckus

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Terry Trombley

*(b)(6)*
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mimzie Attisano

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marjorie Foran

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

As a women and mother I feel this would put me and my girls is a harsh reality and I do not want that for my children. Please stop this process!

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marlaina Bean
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Bev DeBoer

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Mooney
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lonnie Clark

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Faye Sanders

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sue Noxsel
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Faith Pickett

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dianna Inman
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kevin Buckmaster

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirley Chandler

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I have 5 children, including two girls which may be in line for college athletic scholarships. I am a Conservative Christian, and don't want Sexual Preferences or sex education ideologies taught or encouraged/forced upon students, without our consent through teachers with Liberal agendas or curriculum adopted by Education Departments, to our children during school hours. I also am against biological males being allowed to compete against, or share locker rooms with my athlete girls. I find it dangerous in many ways. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Anderson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tommy Knowles

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Michael Serio

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. This is raw child abuse for any gender or age.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government.

The Department must STOP imposing on the children's and young peoples' private lives and ATTEMPT to effectively enhance their education in reading, writing, arithmetic, science and history and STOP meddling in areas wherein they have no authority, usurping the role of Divine Providence.

Thank you,

Ms. Bernice Kenney

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. It is inappropriate to teach children these views and goes against our constitutional freedoms for how parents want to raise their kids. The school system needs to stick to the basics of reading, writing, math, science, and history and stop trying to parent our children. By implementing more radical curriculum like this you are effectively removing parents front the greatest role they have: choosing to love and parent their children the way they wish to do. Stop forcing this radical agenda down people's throats who have differing viewpoints.
Thank you,

Ms. Carolyn Carrera

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Dale Becker"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:11 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. The Biden Administration should not be in charge of enforcing values which abandon common sense.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Girls should be judged by other girls not some pretend gender wanting to initiate their lifestyle.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dale Becker

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Beth Cendejas"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>

Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:11 -0500 (CDT)

To: T9PublicHearing

Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity!
Please listen to families on this issue and protect our children!

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Beth Cendejas

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Machos

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Nancy Dearth"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:11 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Dearth

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Harriet Jackson
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Shirley Beardsley
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachele McDonough

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steve Burrill

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alice Walz

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Myla Brown-Marley

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Esther Egizi

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Staci Gomez"
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Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 12:18:11 -0500 (CDT)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Hello, I am sending this message regarding the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Staci Gomez
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katie Naeher

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Mibeck

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susanna Hegyi

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Eleanor Breasure
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lisa M
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ryan Watson
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Since you like facts, it is a fact that biological males have an edge over biological females when competing in sporting events.

The Department of Education does not exist in the constitution. Therefore usurping States Rights under article ten is unconstitutional. States have control over education. Please leave this issue up to the States.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Beyer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Ritter
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Terry Russell
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Douglas Deets
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julia Wladyka
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I strongly oppose federal involvement in mandating gender terminology alterations in our school system. According to the Constitution...the enumerated powers of the executive and legislative branches Fo not include managing a federal Department of Education, much less allow for thr feral government to make sweeping changes that need to be made at state and local levels. Please lay off thr micromanagement of our school systems. We the People are very capable of stewarding the direction of our schools locally.

The Title IX Amendments are making it dangerous and uncomfortable for my daughter. Teaching our kids about values and newly established...trendy genders is not appropriate and is discriminating against my daughter and our religious beliefs.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katie Gates
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Marcus Reyes
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

In closing, because someone "feels" like a boy does not mean that he should compete with those who are biologically female. Let's keep sports fair, which means letting biological sexes compete against each other.

Thank you,

Dr. Scott La Point
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Watson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Jackson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Bangerezako
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Sewell

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Sundstrom

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Madeline O'Brien

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betty Havel
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Vee Mrs
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Kenneth Jerich

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kelly McBride
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Candice Thompson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. You are setting women back 50 years. Why not just tell women they belong in the kitchen? Please, please reconsider this.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Ajamie-Boyer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I recently learned that this week, you are holding public hearings regarding the inclusion of "sexual orientation" and "gender identity" in the Title IX Education Amendments of 1972.

It is my understanding that including these policies will force girls to share locker rooms and showers with biological boys. Girls are naturally modest, even around other girls. Now, you are considering allowing boys to be in the same shower and dressing room with them? That will have a detrimental effect on these girls, both psychologically and emotionally, which will also affect them physically. There is also a great likelihood that boys will say they consider themselves a girl just so they can go in the dressing room and look at other girls. This is such a terrible policy!

In addition, how does ANYONE think it is fair for boys to be able to compete against girls? We have made great strides in providing for girls sports because it is common sense to know that boys are much stronger, faster, etc. than girls. What girl is going to be able to beat a boy in athletic sports? She could even be injured by playing in a sport with them. Don't you care about the girls in this country? There is a reason why we don't hear of females saying they want to play against males. They know they will lose.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex--must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Men and Women are complex and different individuals. They are different physically, emotionally, psychologically and mentally. Their DNA is different. Changing a few parts of their makeup does not transform their sexuality. It is a known fact that the suicide rate among those who decide to "change" their gender is significantly higher than those who don't. The government should NOT be promoting this
behavior.

Changing and creating laws to focus on and include sexual orientation and gender identity is a bad idea. Please carefully consider your desires, and examine the grave consequences of your decisions!

Thank you,

Mrs. Janet Graafsmu
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Previously, the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Brewer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Madison Allen
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carrie Reams
(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Ronald Pritz
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. Please think about unintended consequences an girls this will devastate.

This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Yoos
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jenny Weyer

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Biegler
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Catherine Rinker

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. David Livingstone
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon McNamara
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dorothy Urick
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Trimble
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dixie Powers
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. MELISSA CHAPMAN
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Neither science or common sense substantiates or supports the radical changes proposed about sexual orientation or gender identity. It is absurd to think that the requests of a few can be made into law for all. These changes would propagate sexual confusion and perversion in the minds of young people. It is impossible to overlook the physical changes in sporting events just because someone verbalizes a different gender than at birth. I STRONGLY OPPOSE the proposed actions from the Biden Administration.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Trudy Roberts
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kerry Wheatcroft
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Gloria Garcia
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gayle Williams
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Teresa Least
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

It is so very wrong, and God is watching all of you......someday you're going to answer for your stupidity......

Thank you,

Mrs. Beverly Spencer

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carol Schmidt
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Connie Frantz
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Randy Wolfe
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Scott Butler
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Scheibelhut
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Biological girls often use their athletic abilities to open the doors to colleges and universities which they cannot financially afford. For biological girls to lose out on such opportunities to biological boys would be unconscionable. That totally defeats the purpose of Title IX.

I personally know families who would be impacted by this misguided change to current law.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I have 2 young granddaughters and this "proposed improvement" is discriminatory to the very people it was set up to protect!! The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have CLEARLY ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Pam Eck
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph Flaherty
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Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am deeply concerned about making these unnecessary changes to our children's education which will create confusion and discrimination at such a young age while also putting young women in harms' way from boys who will ultimately take advantage of this law.

This letter is concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosanda Grau
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Peggy Avila

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Joyce Austin
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bert Robbins
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Belle Fahey
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Fran Kammer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please DO NOT make changes to Title IX!

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Carlstrom

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Griffith
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Shelbi Nealy
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mary Daily

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Barrett
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kasey Mueller
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Cindy Wasem"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:52:34 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cindy Wasem

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Monica Montoya"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:52:34 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. It's naive to believe that such knee jerk reactions to appease the political and social pressures will not have significant impact in the years and decades to come.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls, which is going to be rooted in respect and dignity for biologically born girls and women. The rights of these girls and women should also be respected and not marginalized further based on response to liberal agenda.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Such actions will not encourage and empower girls and women in participating in competing sports and activities in the short and long term.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide, especially when it may be incongruent with religious teachings and values and should not dismiss such teachings and ideologies, it is not fair nor just to do so simply to appease a
small excessively liberal political agenda.

Thank you,

Mrs. Monica Montoya

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to foolishly redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls!

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. This ridiculous pandering to the radical LGBTQ agenda must stop, and our government return to Biblical and God-honoring policies.

Thank you,

Mr. Steven Gilreath
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Byers
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Daniel DeMatos

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patrick Feurtey

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cristina Puraci
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Andrea Criss"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:52:34 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Andrea Criss
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Eno Smith
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their intentions to rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Previously the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding losses if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Krusch
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Benjamin Scott
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Boulware
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ande Howells
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Sam Harris

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Nicole Herrle
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kallie Marshfield

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Helen Loewen

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. G. Woodward
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Amber Gaines"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:08 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

Thank you,

Mrs. Amber Gaines

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I ask that you give my input full attention. This recommended change will not achieve any positive good in our nation.

Thank you,

Mr. Charles Magsig

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rita Windus
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristen Cytacki

(b)(6)
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leta Mcculla

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Norma Herrera

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Andrea Meador
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melinda Wooden

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Paul Michaletz"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:17 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Paul Michaletz

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law. Worse still, the Administration's and the Department's actions harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department is seeking to do something similar to Obama's Administration: force girls' to forfeit opportunities to boys, and take away physical privacy from girls. This Department MUST NOT VIOLATE the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are CENSORED by those in power who oppose them. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, and just as important, parental rights (including RIGHTS of parents to teach their children about sex) must be respected. Implementing RADICAL gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. It is the role of PARENTS to teach their children about the intimate subject of sex. The Department MUST reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mr. Jesse O'Kelley

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Pat Onan

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susie Gulick

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jenica Williams
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Elisa Morris

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s “Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Summers

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Katherine Haley

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kimberly Esse

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Bill Hayes

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Just quit everything like this. It's unreal what you're going to our children. STOP. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jeane Whiteside

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mark Lauer

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Emily Ivy" <mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:17 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

It is not the government's job to psychologically treat and train our children. It is the public schools job to train themselves, the teachers and administrators, to provide kids the opportunity to learn. Instead you are seeking to brainwash our children on partisan ideology to fix problems you have. In reality you seek to break children from their parent's influence and teachings without parents knowing. We used to be able to trust our schools but we no longer can. Children are being abused across the country with pedophilic influence in schools. You are abusing our children. You are confusing our
children. You seek to place the seeds of division in them, division within themselves and how they relate to their peers. You make government the answer. Do as you are told. You are not teaching them how to think critically, you are teaching them critical ideologies and opinions. You are teaching them what to think. You seek to start at a young age so you can more easily mold and confuse them for your purposes. You do not care about our kids, you care about power and control. Most parents do not have the time or knowledge of what is being placed in their schools. Most don't know a thing about this forum. Are you encouraging schools to advertise and have these forums locally? This forum is a sham. You do not care, you are only fishing for "evidence" to support your agenda. You cancel conservative thinking, any news outlet that doesn't affirm your narrative. Do you think people will be jumping to participate in your forum? If I am wrong, prove it.

Thank you,

Mrs. Emily Ivy
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls.

The Biden Administration and the Department have completely ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of the law, and are seeking to use Title IX for purposes never contemplated by Congress. This attempt is illegitimate. In addition it will do actual harm, forcibly violating the privacy of girls and stealing opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Donald Herring
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Norwood
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Terri Renfro
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

All that is below I fully agree with. This attempt at changing the definition of what it means to be a girl or boy especially for children under the age of 18 is pure and simple child abuse and is anti-scientific and a recruitment tool for the LGBTQ community. If you read any of the original goals of the homosexual activist material you would understand this evil in its purest form. Anyone who would equate a biological boy with a biological girl is just plain ignorant and without any moral integrity.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.
Thank you,

Mr. Lance Keith
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joan Temple
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Virgil Vestal
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Claudia Klohr

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." I strongly oppose any change made to it.

The recommended changes are not fair to biological women and girls in sports. From inside a mom's womb a child is either bathed in more male or female hormones. Those hormones, regardless of what a person decides they want to be later in life, chemically alter muscles and all body tissue. No amount of given hormones given to change a gender can undo all the body tissue that has already been bathed in the biological hormones since in utero. There needs to be a different way for the sport competition because it is not fair or right for biological females to compete with others who have advantages over them due to years of extra testosterone.

Lastly my parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. It is NOT the role of the federal government. Please reject the change for federal government to remove my rights as a parent with implementing dangerous gender ideologies in schools nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Atencio
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laurie Heard
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in my children's education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country. I'm the one that should decide when to teach my children and open their eyes on such topics that they are still too young to comprehend.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Stoelting
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Tami Tucker
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robyn Murov
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Marci Hoskin
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. LaRae Denekas
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Allen Korte
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are silenced or ignored. This Administration and Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys - it simply is not fair.

Parental rights, including rights of parents to teach their children about sex, must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Administration and Department need to leave sex education to parents - stay in your lane and know your role as government.

Thank you,

Mr. Frank Kerze
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Bird
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Many young children are confronted with gender dysphoria during childhood. However, studies show that most revert to their biological gender before adulthood.

It is not the place of educators to interfere with this confusion. That is an issue for parents to address. By suggesting, and more importantly affirming, such thoughts of children adults can be harming these children.

Thank you,

Mr. Douglas Braendel
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shelly Kadas
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Joy Boone
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patrick McCormick
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you about the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Title IX Amendments were created to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Valerie Henderson
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kandi Roberts
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erin Carroll

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Hope Caballero

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vickie Russell

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Welty
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Casey Apodaca

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Paul Anderson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cathy Hoyt

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Loren Laughlin

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. tao ji

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Cepluch

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Karlyn Bauman

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sally Berthelsen

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Aniq Harris-Jeffers
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I grew up in the era in which Title IX began. We would be returning to a time when all sports are men's sports if biological males are competing in categories with women.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anna Hazel

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." I strongly oppose any changes in Title IX policies, particularly in the area of redefining "sex" to include gender identity and sexual orientation.

I am sure you know all the opposition arguments. I would not want my daughter to be subjected to seeing male genitalia in her school locker room and shower. Nor would I want her to have to compete against biological males in her sports. Changes to Title IX, which brought so many positive changes for girls, would be unfair and a giant step backward for women's rights.

Respectfully,

Rheba Kelley

Thank you,

Mrs. Rheba Kelley

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Korte
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Reynolds
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." It is of utmost importance that women's rights are supported. Women's rights are verbally supported, but then are denied in actuality. Science is absolutely being set aside in this matter. There are only 2 distinct sexes...which is science. Are there people (children) who may struggle with that? Yes and they must be cared for and not bullied, but they are confused and need to have creditable care and understanding in the few cases there are. Other people should not be forced to uphold their misunderstanding as truth. It is not a right to believe what you want (in spite of scientific evidence) and then force or punish people who do not agree. Compassion is always correct, but not support and elevation for a problem. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. I respectfully ask you to stand for women's rights and scientific fact rather than political/social pressure in this matter. It is for women's rights that we must take a stand.
Thank you,

Thank you,

Ms. Elaine Richardson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX).

It was clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls which this Administration and the Department have clearly ignored. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls, as well as to plant and fertilize gender confusion among a very susceptible demographic, ie., our young. (Who often in puberty struggle with sexuality issues.)

When the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys, a nationwide injunction stopped it. Again, please do not violate the privacy and rights of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government, and real science (Chromosomes in males being x y and in females being x x) proves there is a difference. The DNA of females is different than that of males. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph Sullivan  

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Trevor Burke

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Yomna Nassar

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department MUST REJECT implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Waterbury
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kim Cocallas

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tim Stember

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jennifer Allen
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Dierks
Dec 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gretchen McDonald
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to biological males.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elizabeth Barber
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Bob Backus"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:10 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Federal Government's proposed changes to Title IX are deeply disturbing to me as a citizen of the United States. I think these changes will be harmful and unfair to my grandchildren and their children, especially the daughters. I also feel these changes will be harmful to the culture of this country. Please see my well-reasoned arguments below.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mr. Bob Backus

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Beth Laird
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Sean Crowley
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Kildahl
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Norma Herrera
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sheryl Hopkins
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rebecca Schlabach
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Karen Haber"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:09 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Karen Haber
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shawna DeVallance
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rita Backstrand
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Manar Aldali
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Georgia Ramirez
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Edith Renkvist
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Travis Patzkowsky
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michelle Thompson
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Judy Wagner"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:10 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

This is an attempt not only to usurp parental rights and duties, but to also indoctrinate our children with false biology, destructive ideology and the beliefs of a truly unenlightened minority. Quite frankly, it's disgusting.

Thank you.
Judy Wagner

(b)(6)
Thank you,

Ms. Judy Wagner
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jonathan Soliman
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Douglas DeVallance
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Katherine Sutton
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Smith
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Meddock
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sara Lemme
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Suzanne Olsen

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mollie Kubler

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

The most holy God created man and woman, boy and girl. We can not go and adapt His word to meet the needs and wants of this culture. A total abomination!

Thank you,

Ms. Mary Irvine

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gary Hermenau
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Murry McMillan

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ken Metzger
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Schwab

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Justin Droessler

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marlene Parker

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dana Wong

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Godfrey

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

I have 2 teen family members that struggle with gender identity because media is messing up their minds to the point they are not sure what their gender is to the point of suicide. It probably wouldn't have even entered their mind about whether or not they were a male or female but because of the left agenda, our children/teens are all screwed up.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheila Lacitignola
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Ovcharenko

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Veronica Arnold
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. fred bechtoldt

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cynthia Amen
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Andrea Hicks

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly IGNORED the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. "IF IT AIN'T BROKE, DON'T "FIX" IT!"

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. THANKFULLY, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must NOT violate the privacy of girls!

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- MUST be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joanne Zeiser

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lawrence Henrich
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Claude LeGall

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Maria Chase

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Yan Ji

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

THIS WOULD BE FORCING AN AGENDA THAT IS AGAINST MY RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND WOULD BE AGAINST THE SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE because you are forcing your doctrines of belief into our schools.

Thank you,

Dr. Cynthia Hummel

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Patrick Bykerk

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

"But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea."

Matthew 18:6

We know God does take seriously the well being of our children. I pray for you as you make decisions that can strongly impact their lives and hearts. I know you take each decision seriously. That is why I need you to know that I strongly oppose any changes in your policy that attempt to redefine "sex".

Forcing this subject in schools is not a right that government has. Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. Please reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Blas

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. sue weatherbee

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Edwin Lindsey

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachel Fuller
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ylene Roller

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christy Yankovich
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

My family and I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES to education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erinn Allison
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Audrey Melendez

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Marlys Coburn
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeong Lee

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Brewer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jessica Pyykkonen (b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Connie Hall
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I strongly believe this will only hurt women and girls. I enjoyed sports very much when I was younger. I want to urge you to protect sports for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Darrel Brooks
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carolyn Gilbert
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Your job is to teach the kids to read and write. Sex was never meant to be part of the curriculum. These issues are in the parental domain.

Stop.

Thank you,

Ms. Kristin Nam

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Patricia Miller
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Nelson

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Matt Minczeski

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Vanessa Ross

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I believe that changing Title IX harms girls and women actually depriving them of their rights as women. Forcing girls and young women to share bathrooms, showers, and locker rooms with males puts them in a very vulnerable position for sexual abuse and rape. It is outrageous in my thinking that this would even be considered especially given the increase of sexual assaults and rapes that have occurred in areas where public restrooms have been declared gender less. I strongly support going back to designated male and female restrooms for the safety of all.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Women's rights have made tremendous gains over the years and the redefining of Title IX contributes to removing our identity as women and I believe will denigrate those gains and opportunities leading to further subjugation of women. We can see this happening currently with the entrance of biological males into women's sports, as they usurp women athletes and rob them of their athletic achievements. How will this play out in the work force? This is wrong and should not be allowed.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.
I strongly oppose any changes to the current Title IX Amendment.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Beckwith
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Templin
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Leopoldo Artalejo"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:09 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Leopoldo Artalejo

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Asieduwa Kumi-Diaka

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sarah Nyhof"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:09 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you because of the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)," which I STRONGLY OPPOSE.

There is so much wrong with the idea of sexualizing childhood to the point of placing pressure on children to define their sexuality beyond biological definitions. It is nothing short of abuse and I am very distressed that our children are being forced to process these things. That this abuse is being amplified by being considered as part of a nation's education program is base. Let our children be innocent. This position is failing our children. We can look at history and see that our children's mental health is weaker than it has ever been. Let children be children and stop sacrificing their innocence on this altar of progressive politics.

A very concerned mother:

Thank you,

Mrs. Sarah Nyhof

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights, including rights of parents to teach their children about sex, must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Britney Grover
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Andre Rosinski

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Starkey

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Smathers
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lois Anderton
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Burger

(b)(6)
To: T9PublicHearing

Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:08 -0500 (CDT)

Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heather Prairie
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Roland Griffith

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse-harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ebenezer Esparza

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity." Biden's Education Department has no place attempting to implement this radical agenda into every local school district in the country.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deb Pommier
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Charles Stoddart
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Day

(b)(6)
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Annie Starkey

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Judith Scott
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Courtney Johnson

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Aaron Johnson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Lisa Nathan
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Pamela Morr
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Laura Koehn
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Mariellen Galbreath

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Warren Korkala
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stanley Colver
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Peter Shank
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please read this important message.

I would also like to say the Bible teaches us God created Man in His Image. God also created Women. When a perfect God creates us who are we to change how we were created in the first place? Doesn't gender identity/orientation defy God's word? Do you and me believe and obey His words in Scriptures?

Me and you will have to answer on Judgment Day for our actions on Earth.

What will our answer be on redefining sex? Is it one man and one women like Jesus teaches us?

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.
Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Andrew Paleologos

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. This is not what we want. This harms girls, not protects them as per the below of President Obama and his Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deanne Smoots
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dexter Washer (b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Indeed, sex education is NONE of the government's business at all. It is solely the responsibility and purview of the child's parents.

Thank you,

Ms. Bonnie Graves
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Judy Hamilton (b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. tony sirigos
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Carol Pawlowski" <mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:09 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carol Pawlowski
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nikole Sparacio

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deb Betts
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Wardell

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Maged Youssef

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lindy Booher

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lee Kauffman

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. ROSEANNA SCHNEPPER

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Melanie Troutner
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. B W

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls during my era of school. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. Girls are faced with so many pressures relating to their bodies while maturing there is no need in increasing these.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. This is utterly degrading and shameful for girls. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. What happened to the majority rights of girls? This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betsy Nicol

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jesse O'Kelley

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cheryl Torres

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Valerie Alger

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Shirlene Kazmaier

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Raelynn Harrison

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Louann Rodgers
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Conner Lamb

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Linda Sweeney"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:07 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Sweeney

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Graciela Gray

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Edwin Barreto

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Catherine Prasek

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Chris Taylor

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rachael Cohen
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cheryl Hardin
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

This is an attack on Women and Girls everywhere. I will not stand aside while The Biden Administration attempts to erase women and girls from existence. What is even worse is The Biden Administration is only going to hurt those they think they are helping the LBGQT community.

This is concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys or censor their VOICE.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Anthony Frydenlund
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Richard Gooding

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Kory Nordick

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Twila Cowden

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Anna Teemer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leslie Hart
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Ghostley

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tracey Pierson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Parental rights--including rights of parents to teach their children about sex--must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please, many of us can't afford private schools to protect our children from a culture that has lost it's moral compass.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Stitzer
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Robin Schaefer

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leah Gibson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gene Williams

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Silvia Garcia

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Nona Ellington

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

There must be a more equitable solution! Just as many businesses have gender neutral bathrooms, we can easily do the same in schools regarding locker rooms and possibly sports. Women's sports were created to give women opportunities that they didn't have because of the (sorry!) biological differences between men and women, which even hormone replacement and surgery do not "remedy."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Ms. Sarah Hunter

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dave Botma

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diane Belote

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Hauschildt
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Larson-Cooney

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cecelia Barriere

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law, and worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And, when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights—including rights of parents to teach their children about sex—must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

You are opposing The Will of The God Who Created the Universe and He doesn't take that lightly. Read in His Book of Jeremiah, chapters 40 thru 50, to see how He dealt with nations that rejected Him in the past. Not a pleasant picture.

You can be sure He will not leave you and our nation unpunished, since you and many leaders of our nation have ignored Him and His Sovereign Will (found in His Holy Bible) over many decades...!
Climate Change?? God is withholding rain and other weather Blessings from America, just as He did when His Chosen People, Israel, ignored Him and followed their own will (Deuteronomy 11:13-32)...

Thank you,

Mrs. Helen (Berg) Zwicke
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Jenna Kirts (b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sue Pennington

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

[Redacted]
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in their education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity" and urge you to do the same.

Thank you,

Mrs. Holly Craw
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Wheaton

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Michele Callahan (b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Deborah Mehan
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Sharon Yount"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Sharon Yount

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Chuck Dinkel

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "John Ray" <mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:08 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. John Ray

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I want you to first know I am a single mother to a special needs child. I am a conservative lesbian and I am a Christian living in the suburbs of one of the best school systems in the state. I grew up in the public schools of [b](6) myself.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including the rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Schools must NOT add this agenda to the curriculum. I have chosen to remove my son from public schools for this reason. The agenda of the damaging LGBT community is disgusting and I am sharing my voice that it
is unacceptable to put this in the mind of children.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Lang
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am in agreement with these comments below, but I want to make a point. Parents are the first priority in who you should be serving regarding these decisions. Instead of serving a community whose goal is to indoctrinate OUR children to accept this grooming of having men and boys in girl's locker rooms, you should be serving the parents of students who have the right to privacy and should be allowed to say, "no" to this whole agenda.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's a"Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.
Thank you,

Mrs. Sharon Ream

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Ryan

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Storey

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Sandra Fritz

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I strongly oppose violating the privacy of my children in school locker rooms and with the education of sex. Each family must determine what they are comfortable with and it is not the government's right to determine what privacy we want each of our children to have.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Each parent is responsible to teach their children's what values their family unit will uphold. It is not the role of the government to infringe upon those rights of the family.

Our children will NEVER share a locker room with the opposite sex or be taught about sex by a teacher that does not understand our family's values.

If these policies (different sexes sharing locker rooms and teaching radical gender ideologies in school) would go through it would widen the gap between Americans and force more parents to separate themselves from the public school systems. Many families rely on the public school system for a variety of needs, but if their family values are being attacked they will be forced to look at other school options and it will build a greater gap in our country.
Stop trying to be the family. The government has no place trying to teach our children about what values we will uphold. Start empowering and supporting the family unit and you will see a much better success rate with our children.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marilyn Bartlett
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. F. Mark Jones

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Don't fiddle with the gains girls and women have made with Title IX! I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Eileen Fitzgerald

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Turner

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Todd Sands

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Martina Melnicak

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I have 3 daughters and 4 granddaughters, and I don't want them to be put in danger and to have their rights to private restroom, shower, and changing facilities taken away by boys and men being allowed to share these facilities. I also do not want them to face unfair competition in sports by forcing them to compete with biological males who are naturally stronger and faster than they are. I don't want even one penny of my tax dollars to be used for these purposes.
Thank you!

Thank you,

Mrs. Eberly Mehesy

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ed Martin Torres
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

My mother once said, my rights end where my neighbor's rights begin. You can't erase one in favor of another's. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Karen Aakeberg

([b](6))
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Please do NOT make these changes to Title IX!
I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Erica Sheehy
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Nifong

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Michael Cavanaugh
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

If you spent more time teaching reading, writing, and math and less time on these social issues maybe we wouldn't be last in the world in testing. The world is laughing at this administration and passing us up in all areas including education.

Thank you,

Mrs. Lynnetta Marcellus
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Stephen Stoldt
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. When they speak up, they are censored. Please do not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, please respect parental rights. It is our right as parents to teach our children about sex and it must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sheila Treece
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Elissa Tipps
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Robinson
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Doreen Yusifzai
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christine Fielder
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Mannoia
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Please stop this proposed change.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marjorie Peck
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them.

And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debra Hyder
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. As a Christian, it is my right to refuse such teaching for my child. We are a God fearing family who obey the laws of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. This is against my belief and I do not want my child or grand children hearing things that are against the law of our creator. Your trying to tell my kid's that God is not perfect.

Thank you again for your time.

Respectfully,
Mrs. Margarita Geathers
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Thank you,

Mrs. Margarita Geathers
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jim Thomson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marua Berry
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their harm to girls and women. Humans are born biologic females or males, and because of that have certain attributes. Just because they choose to be something else, they are still what they were born as.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Susan Sommers
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kristine Hessenthaler
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Amy Gatliff
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

I ask you to be very careful in your decision making and not change things. There will be parents that will pull their daughters out of sports.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Vessey
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies na

Thank you,

Mrs. Pauline Thacher
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Chris Sandstrom
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patricia Sheffield
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eric Ryan (b)(6)
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. Anyone who disagrees is labeled a bigot and full of hate. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dick Jaques
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

It's important to remember that parents have the final say, not the government or school or any other body. Under common law you have no right to do so.

Thank you,

Mr. Keith Buzzell
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Hussein Abboud
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. This move does not advance women's rights or advancement. What are any FEMINISTS thinking?! Podium positions are being stolen from girls, scholarships for sports will be in jeopardy.

Our nation is falling BEHIND in educating our nation's children to be scholastically anywhere near the top. This is wrong. I work with international researchers and they are amazed at lack of rigor in our schools. Some return home so their kids don't fall behind. School hours must be focused on teaching the basic skills to advance in complex studies and NOT on politicizing and confusing the children about sexual issues.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Mrs. Betty Lindberg
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Leila E O'Neal
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Iris Pavesi
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Rick Goodwin"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:48:07 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Rick Goodwin
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Let's keep things simple...God's way. God created two sexes, male and female, and he instituted marriage between a man and a woman as the means by which children are to be born and nurtured.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paula Gregory
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Jul 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Carol Thomas
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Warrington
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tamara Perkins
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

PLEASE ADDRESS THIS ISSUE "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing"

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

We ALL remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

NOT the least of all our parental rights- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. JOHN KILPATRICK
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Deborah Matthews
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karon Spaude
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelly Householder
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Doug Crowder
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Susan Bagli
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nelly Santiago
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Torrey Lumpe
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Akram Tadros
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

Our schools need to focus on teaching the basics...reading, writing and math skills...NOT radical political ideologies. Let parents deal with gender issues within the family. This is not an issue for the federal government to force into the schools.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cindy Dusing
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Eugene Brock
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Kathleen Weinmeister
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Gloria Dilley

(b)(6)
 Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jill Malone
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Loralee Micklich
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Janice Long"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:22:32 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse-harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

God made male and female. There is no mix.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janice Long
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Richard Kaufman

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Crystal Thurber

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Erin Muldoon

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Christine Chiu
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Beth Harris"
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To: T9PublicHearing
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Beth Harris

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Judith Rivera

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ted Leininger
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Thomas Cannavino
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sharene Miller
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Christy Miller
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joshua Neske
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Don Nadow
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Mike Saunders

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)." I STRONGLY APPOSE ANY CHANGES!!!!.

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Shannon
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ann Chuba
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brenda Osborne
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE ANY CHANGES in the education policies that redefine "sex" to include "sexual orientation" and "gender identity."

Thank you,

Mrs. Erin Covert

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Glenn Atkins
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Chad Henderson
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I strongly oppose teaching radical, unscientific nonsense to our children. It is a type of child abuse to make young children worry about their sexuality before they even approach puberty. The federal government should not be making mandates that support this kind of abuse.

Thank you,
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Boos
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Alisa Grace

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped that!! This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

I strongly oppose these changes!

Thank you,

Mrs. Amber Farquhar
(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Gina Bradley
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jan Paul Holesovsky
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

As a retired teacher, I am discovering that our students are struggling...NOT because of ill trained teachers....BUT because of the AMOUNT being asked to be taught ABOVE AND BEYOND THE BASIC FOUNDATIONS that knowledge is built on! SAVE OUR CHILDREN...GET BACK TO THE BASICS so our children can succeed!!

Thank you,
Acting Director Goldberg 

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. John Kokesh

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

It is wrong and unconstitutional to force teachers and students to violate their conscience and religious values. They should not be forced to use transgender pronouns or share a restroom or locker room with someone of the opposite gender. Allowing transgender males to compete in women's sports is unfair to women, and a setback in the battle for women's rights.

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,
Dr. Joanna Crawford

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Robert Sarratt"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:22:31 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Robert Sarratt

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Marion Haldeman
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government and will ultimately undermine the welfare of our nation. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cieara Clugston

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Martin Croxton

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Karri Becker.
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Karen Hiltz"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:08 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Karen Hiltz (b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Tanya Baccam

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Noelle Meltsch

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Raquel Eagle"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:04 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Raquel Eagle

(b)(6)
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Rosa Bratcher"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:08 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosa Bratcher

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. H Robert Anderson

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Debbie Deane
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Mya Arney

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

2 Peter Chapter 2 Presumptuous Sin

Thank you,

Mr. James Van Noy

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Ted Rogne

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

In Conclusion, it is imperative that the government not overstep their role and duty to allow such personal matters to be taken out of the hands of parents and families. Government overreach is abhorrent in our country today and in NO WAY reflects the freedoms our founding fathers fought and died for. You cannot and will never be able to legislate every "problem" our culture encounters. It is up to individuals to conduct themselves and not be legislated and brainwashed to believe an ideology that goes against their core beliefs.

Thank you,

Mrs. Angela Reyna
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Rachel Miranda
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. James Fontaine

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights— including rights of parents to teach their children about sex— must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. IVAN KIRK

(b)(6)
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steve Plate
Acting Director Goldberg  

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sonya Wittleder

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Janine Wetzel

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kathy Hook

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. I fear for all young ladies being taken advantage of in situations such as these.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara Grunstra

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Catheryne Brown

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Carole Frescura-Gray

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sporting events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected.

Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Fritz

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Cathy Goetgeluck

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Chelsea Hamilton
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I strongly disagree with policies that usurp the rights of parents in the sex education of their children! I am writing to you concerning the Department’s "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX current laws are to be enforced not overridden. IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration’s and the Department’s actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I want protection for our daughters. Not he advancement of political agendas.. The Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn’t force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Patricia Stimers

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jose Franco

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Steven Oravetz
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Dr. Herman Lambert

(b)(6)
Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. George Cardwell
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julia Wright

(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Giovanna Archuleta

(b)(6)
Jul 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jodi Lepp
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse - harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights - including rights of parents to teach their children about sex - must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Linda Lefevre
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Lyle Middendorf

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Sandra Plate

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. diane and bob cabiness

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Sarah Klein

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Jonathan Allen

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Ann Mountcastle

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Rosetta Morrill
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Teresa Lavergne

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Stacia Jones
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Beth Roehr
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Dick Gressett

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Claire Whitehurst
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

The Federal Government does not have the right, the authority or the responsibility to teach & legislate their views on the children of this nation. It is the right & responsibility of their own family members to train their children according to their beliefs. To do otherwise is unconstitutional and a gross overreach of Federal power & influence. My children are not, & never shall be, surrendered to a liberal agenda of misinformation, reeducation, experimentation, exploitation, manipulation or modeling of your view of
history, society, globalim & socialist aspirations. In the name of "equality" you are stomping on the rights of safety, opportunities & true equality for the females in America. To enact this bill would be blatant injustice & assault to this nation.

Thank you,

Ms. Tilenna Wright

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Martha Jefferis

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

We worked so hard to give girls and women the same opportunities as men. The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give these educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. There's so much focus 'equality' these days, doesn't Title IX do just that? Make opportunities more equal?

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls. We cannot change biology. We need to follow the science and there's nothing more basic than the biology of all humans, male and female.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys (who feel like they are a girl) are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing gender ideologies nationwide.

Aren't there other more important topics that the Department should be discussing at this time? Why is gender identity, a mental illness
diagnosis (Gender Dysphoria) at the top of the list? Will people who are manic or depressed or have addictions get special rights as well? Where is this leading? I pray everyday for people who are ill, mentally and physically. I mean no disrespect. People can 'feel' however they want, but they shouldn't force their individual and personal feelings about themselves on everyone else. That person needs to accept who they are, male or female, no matter how they 'feel'. Gender identity is different from gender expression...perhaps this is where things get muddled.

I am opposed to the Department using my tax dollars in this way.

Thank you,

Ms. Jennifer Campbell
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Males are males and females are females. Teaching anything else is a LIE!

Thank you,

Mrs. Marcia Goller
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Couchman
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Biden Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

When the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

It boggles the mind, that girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. How have we gotten to this place? And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government! The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Harriet Lord
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Annie Danielson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Ruth King
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julia Gurule
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Donna Geiger
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brittany Turley
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Louise Budagher
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Brauna McClure
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Hello
I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls. HOW SAD for the next generation of Women..

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Barbara McVicker
(b)(6)
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Julie Hustad
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

Hello. I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Victor Farmiga
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Rebecca Anderson

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Nancy Raxter
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Cathy Roy
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Miss Deborah Stevens
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Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tom A Butz
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally, parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government, especially since children are in their formative years and throughout grade school their brains aren't fully formed! The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Allison Ayala
Acting Director Goldberg,

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Craig Wilson
From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Alicia Navarro"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:07 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Alicia Navarro

(b)(6)
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Todd Hattenbach

(b)(6)
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Dee Lundgren
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. David Clark
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Betsaida Ramos
Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Maybe this behavior is normal in your world but for the majority of Americans we are against this unwholesome behavior. Girls dont shower with boys and boys dont shower with girls. They dont shower with adults and we dont give pedophiles access to our kids willingly. Adults of opposite sex do not belong in bathrooms with opposite sex children unless they are their parents. Girls are girls and should be in sports with girls and boys with boys. Don't push your insane agenda on Americans and their families! It is disgusting and plain wrong!! You want to know how President Trump became President honestly and by a landslide? He listened to the majority. The majority
still have values and morals. Freedom doesn't mean everything is okay to do. Stop selling our country and families and citizens out.

Thank you,

Mrs. Diana Kuehni
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jennifer Hocuk
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Calina Okazaki"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:08 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Calina Okazaki
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Gheorghe Rosca
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Heidi Greenwaldt
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse, harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Jeanette Shin
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Grace Foster
Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

I have two girls and two boys. Even if my boys were identifying as a girl, there is no denying that they are built differently and I would not allow them to compete against girls. It's not fair to the girls. They are blessed to live in a country that would give them the voice to express their choices, but that does not always mean that they should. Our selfish society is all about "I deserve _____". That's BS. Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys. There is an old saying that "you can't ride two horses with one ass." I think that fits perfectly to this situation. You have to choose.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide. Our sexual orientation has become public discussion and it's killing our kids. Social media has made it
view-worthy to be depressed, anxiety-ridden and suicidal. And the response??! Crazy suicide rates among our youth. You won't go after social media because it is big bucks. Greed. Is this the real, live "Purge"? Unless people with common sense start to speak up to the loud minority, I think so. Doing my best to take care of mine and it is getting harder by the day.

Thank you,

Mrs. Kelsey Hicks
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From: Family Policy Alliance on behalf of "Paula Ellis"
<mail@familypolicyalliance.com>
Sent: Mon, 7 Jun 2021 11:18:07 -0500 (CDT)
To: T9PublicHearing
Subject: Written Comment: Title IX Public Hearing on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mrs. Paula Ellis
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Jun 7, 2021

Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

WE MUST PROTECT OUR CHILDREN FROM VIOLATING THE PRIVACY OF GIRLS....please reject this Title IX Education Amendment. Thank you.

Thank you,

Mrs. Joyce Bowman
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Ms. Nora Oliver
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Joseph O'Konek
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Acting Director Goldberg

Dear Acting Director Goldberg,

I am writing to you concerning the Department's "Title IX Virtual Public Hearing to gather information for the purpose of improving enforcement of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX)."

The Title IX Amendments were clearly crafted to give educational opportunities to women and girls. The Biden Administration and the Department have clearly ignored the definitions, purpose, and scope of this law. The Administration's and the Department's actions, thus far, have shown their rush to redefine law and, worse- harm privacy and steal opportunities for women and girls.

I remember when the Obama Administration threatened Title IX funding if schools didn't force girls to share showers, locker rooms, and hotels with boys. Thankfully, a nationwide injunction stopped it. This Department must not violate the privacy of girls.

Today, girls are being forced to give up their places on podiums at sports events because biological boys are allowed to compete with them. And when they speak up, they are censored. This Department must not force girls to forfeit their opportunities to boys.

Finally parental rights- including rights of parents to teach their children about sex- must be respected. Implementing radical gender ideologies in schools nationwide is NOT the role of the federal government. The Department must reject implementing radical gender ideologies nationwide.

Thank you,

Mr. Tom Seabold
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